King City Highlands Homeowners Association

Summary of Water Audit Recommendations
During the summer of 2019 (May-August), King City Highlands Homeowners Association was able
to take advantage of a terrific service offered by the City of Lake Oswego. The cities of Lake
Oswego and Tigard have a partnership to provide purified drinking water to their communities,
and so offer a Water Audit service to help their customers avoid using excessive amounts of water
for irrigation. Kevin McCaleb, Water Conservation Specialist from Lake Oswego’s Engineering
Department, conducted the audit and provided a detailed, written report. Here are the
highlights:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

While Kevin’s efforts were focused on the irrigation system of the HOA, his
recommendations are easily applied to the Condo buildings, as well as the homes in the
Highlands. Kevin presented a chart of the past five years of summer water use for the
eight water accounts (two for the HOA, and six for the COA) we have that are involved
with irrigation. We actually have data for ALL of our accounts, spanning the past 20 years.
Kevin suggested that the water usage “should be about 30-40% less than current.” It
should be stated here that as Kevin began his study, the HOA’s landscaper was busy with
the spring check-out of the irrigation system, which included changing out or adjusting
over five dozen faulty sprinkler heads. That work continued through the summer (and is
similar to what was happening with the COA’s landscaper). Otherwise, Kevin noted that
the HOA’s “(irrigation) equipment … operated satisfactorily”, with no serious mechanical
issues.
The volume of water that should be applied to the plants is about 1”/week (a fairly
standard guideline). Across the common areas of the HOA, we have about 3-3.5 acres of
green space, which get watered for about 21 weeks during the summer. 21 weeks = 21”
of total water, or 6.125 acre-feet. That volume comes out to about 2673 CCF (hundreds
of cubic feet), which is about 17% less than what the HOA used to water the plants in
2018. A 17% reduction would be nice, but that’s far short of 40%!
The heart of Kevin’s report focused on the fundamentals of a sound irrigation system.
Obviously, you don’t want any broken pipes, stuck valves or wonky sprinkler heads. The
very first step, however, is to know how to use your irrigation controller. That little
appliance, probably mounted on the wall of your garage, is a very important piece of
equipment; it has a key role in keeping the exterior of your home looking nice!
So, know how to use that controller! Don’t out-source that responsibility to your
gardener. Find the printed copy of the User’s Guide, or download a new copy from the
manufacturer’s web site. Open the cover of the controller, and look at the controls. Know
the start time of the program, where those zones are, and what plants are in each zone.
Run your controller through the “test” functions. Go out and examine each of the
sprinkler heads, and make sure they’re putting water on the plants, and not the concrete.
No matter how much you water your driveway and sidewalk, they are not going to grow.
By the same token, if you’re watering your lawn, you may find that water starts running
off after just a few minutes. This is due to the hard-packed clay that’s just under the
surface of most of the soil in the Highlands. If this is the case, consider both shortening
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•

the duration of a zone that waters the grass, as well as increasing the frequency of those
zones – even more than once per night.
Oh, and your sprinkler system should NEVER be running during the day (except while
you’re testing it)! While the sun is shining, that’s when we have the highest rates of
evaporation and transpiration, which might also be sped up further by windier conditions
during the daytime. Set the start time on your controller to come on after midnight.
If you have adjustable sprinkler heads (nozzles), get them pointed back onto your garden
or lawn areas. If they’re spraying too far, shorten the spray distance. A lot of mist coming
from the nozzles also indicates that the water pressure is too high (and you’re wasting
water!). If you can’t adjust the nozzles to make them effective, they should be replaced.
Keeping an eye on how your system is functioning is not a one-time thing: this should
be done at least once per month.
One of the key suggestions in Kevin’s report is really more applicable to the two
Associations, and has to do with the variety of plants in a given zone. Having a bunch of
different kinds of plants, from turf to trees, is not a good situation – but it’s often
unavoidable with our established green spaces. The challenge is that different plants
require different amounts of water, provided at different frequencies. A zone with a lessdiverse variety of plants can be set up under one of the programs (A, B or C) on your
controller, while other zones can be run from a different program.
Similar to the suggestion about making sure you’re using efficient spray nozzles, you
might even consider putting in a drip irrigation system. This is the MOST efficient way to
apply water to the plants (speaking of the shrubs and trees here – not the turf), but these
kinds of changes are also where you start getting into some expense. Changing things
costs money, but these investments may well pay for themselves, over time, in reduced
water costs.

So, needless to say, there are no silver bullets here. Irrigation systems, especially those that take
care of varied and complex environments like what we have here in the Highlands, are
complicated, and they need a lot of attention. Failure to take a direct, hands-on role in the
administration of your irrigation needs can end up costing a lot of money, mostly through wasted
water. We want to keep the Highlands green, but we also need to be smart with how we make
that happen.
There are lots of good tips in Kevin McCaleb’s Irrigation Assessment report. Take some time to
go through it, and think about how you might be able to use his suggestions around your own
home.
A copy (PDF) of Kevin’s Irrigation Assessment and Recommendations for the HOA can be found
on the highlands55.org web site.
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Property Overview
King City Highlands comprises approximately 41 acres of area, the majority of which is
comprised of single family residential homes and condominiums. Common area watered
consists of approximately 5 acres consisting of turf grass and shrub areas along
walkways and open areas. There are no community use water features (pools or
fountains). There is one Clean Water Service’s run off detention area on the extreme
South West edge of Property. This assessment focuses entirely on outdoor water use.
No data was collected on indoor usage or equipment
Water Usage History:

Annual summer water use (May-November) 2015 2019
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* Indicates Irrigation Only

Using the two “irrigation only meters” and calculating average need based upon a 1” per
week schedule; typical usage should be about 30-40% less than current. It should be
noted that much of the excessive water use is a product of watering mixed turf and shrub
areas and over watering, too many days per week, of shrubs and turf. There are also
numerous damaged and broken heads as well as several breaks in the drip lines that are
apparent. (Currently being addressed?)
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Irrigation System Overview:
Over all the equipment on the property operated satisfactorily. Valves opened and closed
properly and there were no indications of any electrical shortcomings between the
controller and the valves. There were two battery powered controllers. Many of the
sprinklers need adjustment and programmed schedules may be excessive as evidenced
by run off into the streets. Many of the zones observed had shrubs blocking water
distribution. The meters were adequately protected by backflow prevention equipment
and if not currently, should be tested annually for serviceability according to City Code.
There were no obvious breaks or leaks in the system. All of the controllers have been
fitted with weather station arrays and/or rain sensors but no assessment was made as to
serviceability or programming. The majority of sprinklers on the property are RB 1800 pop
up sprays, multi-stream rotators, and turf rotors. There is one currently active drip
system.

Controller Information
Controller 1: Admin building at 12930 SW Peachvale St:
Rainbird ESP-ME (20 stations-18 operating). Has rain sensor attached
Schedule: (1 program)
Program A: Mo., Tu., Th., Sat. (1 start time @ 12:30 am)
Controller 2: End of Dickson St:
ESP ME (5 stations currently operating) Weather station installed/not programmed.
Schedule: (1 program)
Program A: Tu., Th., Sat. (1 start time @ 5:00 am
Controller 3: Entry area (Gate House):
ESP ME (7stations currently operating) Weather station installed. Zones appear
connected
Schedule: (1 program)
Program A: 6 days per week: (no water on Mo. (1 water window programmed between
12:15 am and10: 00 am) Rain shut-off @ .18 inches (24 hrs. suspended watering after
event)
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Irrigation System Observations
Sprinklers:
Pop up sprays have been the norm for decades, they are, however, not the most “water
efficient” options. This is especially true in turf areas with obvious slopes, or areas with
compacted soils. Distribution Uniformity (DU) comes in to question especially if spacing
and pressure concerns are not addressed. Distribution Uniformity (DU) is a measure by
which the industry assesses how evenly water is distributed across the extent of a
sprinkler’s coverage. This number relates more broadly to the water applied by a group
of sprinklers with in a particular zone and helps to calculate additional water which must
be applied to insure the plants with in that zone are getting appropriate care. With 1.00
being the goal (doesn’t exist currently), these types of sprinklers, even when spacing
guidelines are meticulously adhered to, and pressure is corrected to the optimum 30 psi,
seldom score above .50; and in my experience scores above .40 are very rare. In this case
if the sprinklers were assessed at .40, and the need of the turf was at 1” of water per
week. It would be necessary to apply 1.6”, or an additional 60% or more water to insure
adequate coverage was achieved.
Another consideration with these types of sprinklers is in the volume of water that each
one applies in the course of a watering cycle. Often these nozzles apply water at a much
higher rate than the soil can absorb and in the case of slopes, much of this water runs off
causing erosion erosion, in flat areas, ponding and mushy soils. Our goal as good water
stewards is to keep the water we pay for... on the property and using no more than we
need. This means applying water at such a rate as to coincide with the infiltration
characteristics of the soil. To accomplish this, one would have to lower the precipitation
rate of the head(s), or use what is referred to as cycle and soak.
Converting to a “multi-stream rotator” style of nozzle may be a solution. (Some zones
within the observed areas have already been converted)These nozzles can be easily
installed in the existing bodies of the pop up sprays and require no digging or changes to
the existing system. Though they are also considered a conventional nozzle, their volume
or output is greatly reduced. (30% or more is achievable) For the types of heads currently
in place, a 15’ radius, ½ spray (180°) is rated at 1.85 Gallons Per Minute (GPM) at optimum
30 PSI, while a multi-stream rotator by the same manufacturer covering the same area at
optimum 40 PSI is .85 GPM. The DU is much higher on these heads as well, .80 and higher
are not uncommon, thus reducing the amount of additional water needed to satisfy plant
needs. These heads handle higher pressures better, but they should not exceed 40 psi.
They can reduce misting or atomization caused by excessive pressure. This misting can
result in additional water losses of 10% or more.
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Rotors: Many of the open turf areas have rotors installed. These sprinklers can handle
higher pressures and typically have some form of pressure regulation installed. (Consult
manufacturer’s specs for information) DU on rotors can be in the upper .70s however
again, spacing, pressure and uniformity of nozzle sizes are key. On this property
adjustment of the radius (left and right extents) are not sub-standard. Many travel onto
owner’s properties, or onto shrub beds that already have existing water systems. This is
a waste and a redundancy. Many of the individual heads need to be “straightened” and
reset to insure proper coverage. Mixing manufacturers products is never a good idea.
Several rotors were observed with no nozzles installed, this create high water loss, literally
0 DU. Different manufacturer’s nozzles do not typically match, nor do their methods for
adjustment of the radius. This requires maintenance workers to have on hand a variety
of tools and nozzle types to perform routine maintenance. Pick one model and stick to it.
Drip systems: Drip is potentially one of the best ways to get water to shrubs, but if
maintenance is overlooked it can rank among the worst. With drip, a higher level of
expertise in design and more regular maintenance is required to successfully implement
and operate it. The currently operating Drip system on the property displayed serious
inefficiencies. Problems most likely due to lack of regular maintenance and in some
instances; design. There are basically two types of drip systems commonly installed; point
source and inline. Neither will save water if not installed and maintained properly. On this
property I observed numerous breaks, holes and malfunctions common to improperly
monitored drip systems. When using drip, it is important to insure that water in sufficient
amounts are reaching the plants and infiltrating soils. Since drip is assessed in gallons per
hour, watering schedules must be lengthy enough to allow for proper watering, the ones
operating currently do not. Drip also has pressure limits, typically less than 25 psi. High
pressure causes emitter tubes and emitters to be blown out, joints, plugs etc. can also be
damaged causing excessive leaking.
Scheduling:
Running the irrigation system as frequently as is currently set (days per week), especially
in the shrub and natural areas is unnecessary in my opinion. Mature woody shrubs need
only be watered at most once per week and then only in the hottest driest part of the
season. If you note the scheduled days of operation recorded above, you can plainly see
that in every case, unnecessarily high frequencies of water are being applied regularly.
This is a huge cost to the HOA monthly. A rule of thumb schedule would look like this:
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Plant
Type

Turf
(Grass)
Shrubs

Mixed

Season Date
Startup thru 1st ½
of June

Season Date
2nd ½ of June
thru 1st ½ of
Sept.

Days per week to
water
As needed (no
more than 1 per
wk.)
As needed (no
more than 1 per
10 days)
As needed (no
more than 1 per
wk.)

Days per week
to water
2-3 times per
wk.
1 – 2 per wk. -10
days
1-2 per week

Season Date
½ of Sept. thru
1st ½ of Oct.

2nd

Days per week to
water
As needed (no
more than 1 per
wk.)
As needed (no
more than 1 per
10 days)
As needed (no
more than 1 per
wk.)

Season Date
After 15th of
Oct.

Days per week
to water
Off

Off

Off

Recommendations:
The property is using a tremendous amount of water primarily because of scheduling
and general maintenance. Below is a list of my suggestions to get water under control:
1) Bring schedules in line with what is being watered. Established woody shrubs
(Azaleas, Rhododendrons, boxwoods etc.), established trees and ground covers
(Kinnikinnik, succulents, ornamental grasses) are all well acclimatized to this
region and need very infrequent watering. Set the programs on the controllers
with shrubs on one program, turf on another and mixed (turf and shrubs on
another. A lot of water is going to plants that need the least. Cut shrub zone
schedules down to at most once per week. Turf no more than three days per
week and those areas of mixed turf and shrubs to just two per week. How long
these stations need to run will depend upon how fast the water is being
distributed and how well it can infiltrate into the soil. In most of the areas I
observed, multiple starts will be required as runoff occurs rapidly.
2) Many of the zones I observed had mixed sprinklers on them. Rotors and sprays,
multi-stream nozzles and sprays. Water will not be distributed effectively. Pop
up sprays will put as much as 1.5 to 2 gallons per minute, while multi streams
put down around 1 gallon per minute. The big turf rotors do put down a lot of
water, but have to cover an area many times as large as a spray. These mixed
zone scenarios will guarantee over watering as by the time the multi-streams or
rotors have applied adequate quantities, the sprays are creating rivers onto the
sidewalks and streets. This is not a good strategy. Match everything up, either or
and set schedules accordingly.
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3) Nozzle selection for the multi stream rotators are inconsistent and often times
incorrect based upon what is being watered. Narrow shrub beds and turf areas
should have nozzles more closely matched to the area they are covering. They
should not be over shooting onto walks and walls and streets and parking areas.
All of the manufacturers make nozzles with varying radiuses. Replace the
offending heads with a more appropriate nozzle.
4) Too many heads occur on turf areas throughout the property. This is especially
obvious on the narrow turf areas around the perimeters of the property. There is
no need to have the sprinklers in the back and along the wall. Those shrubs do
not need that kind of water and as narrow as the turf is having that many heads
is excessive.
5) I suspect a leak on zone 5 on the gatehouse controller. There is an excessive
volume of water (compared with other zones of similar size and make up)and
the performance of some of the heads are suspect. There were no obvious signs
of water loss on the surface, so I have no way of confirming. I would recommend
looking into it further.
6) Literally every zone needs some TLC as to adjustment and sprinkler alignment.
Some rotors had missing nozzles and the adjustments were allowing water to
spray onto homeowners’ decks and yards. Making adjustments of the heads will
go a long way to insuring that what you are paying for is going where you want
it.
7) The drip line that is along the detention facility is in bad shape. Some work needs
to be done there to insure water is getting to the plants that need it. Breaks
need to be repaired and drip tubing may need to be added. Much of the pipes
were not secured with staples and could be a safety hazard. Once repaired,
placing that line onto a separate program will give you much greater control.
That area would need very infrequent watering.
8) Watering shrubs and turf together is never a good idea, one is either overwatered or under-watered. Separating them however can be a costly
modification. In the interim, I would adjust everything to water the turf and the
turf only. Slopes, capillary action within the soil and wind drift will in most cases
be enough for the established shrubs and trees. If you choose to water both,
then I would reduce my turf watering and make adjustments so that minimal
sprinklers engage the shrubs.
9) As you modify the planting areas from time to time, be cognizant of the water
available and plant only the types and species that will do well in that
environment. Try to incorporate more drought tolerant and native species into
the landscaping.
10) Pressure issues are common in many of the zones. No nozzle will operate
correctly with high pressure. Hence the property can lose 10-20% of the water
being applied due to atomization. (misting) An easy remedy is to use pressure
compensating nozzles for the pop up sprays. For the multi stream rotators use a
body with built in pressure compensation to 40 psi to replace the ones currently
in use, or a way that may be more practical, is to install a pressure restricting
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device down stream of each valve to limit dynamic pressure to a level in line with
the operating capabilities of heads. This type of equipment should definitely be
installed on the drip zone as they operate at much lower pressure levels.
(roughly 15 to 25 psi)
Please see zone pictures for specifically where these modifications would be
appropriate.
Management Strategies:
Stress Management (for grass areas): In this region, lawns are planted with what is known
as a cool season turf. Basically what this means is that the grass thrives in cooler weather.
So when the summer heat hits, the grass’s natural tendency is to go dormant. In nature
this dormancy protects the plant from the effects caused by excessive heat and minimal
water or rainfall. Dormancy does not mean death, as we who live in this area know, as
soon as the fall rains come, the grass will green up and we are mowing again. Most people
want a green lawn in the summer, but with the addition of soil amendments (fertilizers)
and supplemental water we have to provide to maintain those aesthetics, the costs can
get prohibitive. There is a third option, one between the golf course look and the brown
lawn. It is called stress management. It is a method by which a greener lawn can be
maintained using about 30% less water. In general the lawn will not be lush or perfect,
but it will not go dormant either. Somethings to keep in mind is that stress encourages a
plant to put down deeper roots. While the grass is struggling with the conditions above
the soil, it is seeking remedies below the soil, and for that a plant has only one tool – more
roots. Each season that this method is applied, extends the period for stress in the next.
Grass that stresses in mid-June, given a few seasons, will not show stress until July. The
beauty of this method is that your water consumption remains relatively stable. In the
above table I gave you a rule of thumb schedule, stress management always uses the
lower number, regardless of the season. In this scenario, water is only applied as needed
through June and then increased to only 2 days per week for the rest of the summer,
dropped back to as needed in September.
Inventory high and low priority areas: On most properties there exist opportunities to
lower water fees by selecting areas of high priority and low priority. An example of this
would be an area of turf grass not regularly used by residents and well removed from the
casual eye. This area would be a low priority area and resources greatly reduced or even
allowed to go dormant. Wooded natural areas could be deemed a low priority area as
well and so on. On this property there are areas that could have water dramatically cut
back. An example might be the detention facility or some of the narrow turf strips
adjacent to the sidewalks. A good objective inventory of these areas can help reduce
water costs.
Rain sensors and other beneficial accessories: All of the controllers were fitted with types
of climate monitoring platforms. None, with the possible exception of the gate house
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controller appear to be operating. Some while connected, were located in the wrong
areas. All climate platforms that are used today, should be located in areas representative
of the areas they are to water. Any rain sensing device needs to be located in an area that
is completely open to the sky, not under the canopy of trees. Relocating, reestablishing
connection with the devices you have, (if operational) would be a convenient and
beneficial way to control watering based upon local climate events. Watering during or
after a rain event is wasteful and unnecessary. Rain sensors will effectively curtail
watering during or immediately after a rain event of 1/8 inch or more.
Soil moisture sensors are another relatively simple to use device for getting the most out
of your water dollar. These units are imbedded in the soil and read the level of moisture
content in the soils. Adjusted to individual parameters, if the soil contains enough water,
they will prohibit irrigation, dry and watering is allowed. The catch with these
attachments is that only one sensor will connect, so adjustments for the different areas
that exist in the community must be factored in. Shade vs full sun etc. These variables will
also influence where the sensor is to be placed.
Climate based controllers that are connected to a cell phone are another option. Virtually
every manufacturer of controllers has a model that calculates watering cycles based on
local conditions, some are more accurate than others and some require high-level skills
to implement. Basically they are connected via “the cloud” to a weather station, or
weather data source that provides real time climate data, i.e. humidity, heat, rainfall,
plant water loss calculations, and then use that data to determine if or when a watering
cycle will occur. These are becoming more and more effective for localized scheduling.
Maintenance Recommendations
Aerating turf in early spring would be helpful. Have the plugs removed and work in
organic soil amendments. Soils should be tested prior to any fertilizer applications.
Know what you need to apply before you apply it. Unless the soil test indicates
otherwise putting down any phosphorous is unnecessary. This area has plentiful natural
occurring phosphorous in the soil.
As with all mechanical systems it is important to monitor and maintain the irrigation
system regularly. Create a maintenance program that requires operation and
observation of every zone periodically throughout the watering season. Frequent walkthroughs and monitoring of system operations will help to maintain a high level of
efficiency. Periodical checks of the meter while no water is running and recording the
reads each time to compare with what is documented on the utility bills is a good way
to monitor the output of the overall system. Track your seasonal usage monthly.
Excessive usage may indicate if there are leaks or breaks in the lines and can indicate
controller or valve issues before they become too burdensome.
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The amount of water saved by utilizing these strategies will vary based upon how
many of the techniques you employ and how well you maintain your system. Overall I
would estimate that if you put the majority of these methods to work and you keep up
on them, you will see anywhere from a 20 to 40 percent drop in your outdoor water
use.

Thank you for your interest in managing your water more efficiently. The City
appreciates your efforts as do I. Please feel free to contact me with any questions or if
you would like me to visit you and go over this assessment with you in person.

End of Section
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Zone observations
Controller 1 (Club House)

PGM A: Zone 1: 60 GPM (9 min 4 days per Wk.) Spray heads Shrubs and ground cover.
High pressure, Leaks (flagged)

12

Zone 2: 30 GPM (30 min @ 4 days per wk.) Spray Heads Turf area w/slope. Runoff/
misting/ high pressure/ shrub blockage.

Zone 3: 45 GPM (11 min @ 4days per wk.) shrubs along path way. Too many
heads/wrong type nozzle (use SST). Lots of accumulative run off/misting/adjustment
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Zone 4: 37.5 GPM (12 min @ 4 days per wk.) Turf and shrubs. Poor adjustment/runoff
misting. Remove sprays (don’t work with rotors) Run for turf only.

14
Zone 5: 30 GPM (13 min @ 4 days per wk.) Narrow turf area and path Misting/high
pressure. (Use SST to minimize spray on path)

Zone 6: 30 GPM (10 min @ 4 days per wk.) other side of path same as # 5

Zone 7: 19 GPM (15 min @4 days per wk.) Shrubs near club house. High pressure misting.
Adjustment. Over spray/runoff. Some heads watering nothing/need to be turned off or
plugged.

15

Zone 8: 33 GPM (15 min @ 4 days per wk.) Turf and shrubs. Mixed heads (rotators: .85
GPM and sprays 1.5 + GPM) Over-spray/run off and adjustments/misting mismatched
nozzles

16
Zone 9: 13 GPM (15min @ 4 day per wk.) same issues as zone 8.

Zone 10: 30 GPM (16min @ 4 days per week). Poor adjustment. Excessive water. Run off.
Blockage/ High pressure.

17

Zone 11: 15 GPM (25min @ 4 days per wk.) Turf area. Adjustment/ broken riser

Zone 12: 52.5 GPM (15min@ 4days per wk.) Turf area. High pressure/severe run
off/sprinklers misaligned (spacing)
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Zone 13: 37.5 GPM (15 min@ 4 days per wk.) similar issues to # 12

Zone 14: 41 GPM (15min@ 4 days per wk.) Shrubs. Blockage/severe run off high pressure
way too much frequency and time (use SST)
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Zone 15: 30 GPM (15min@ 4 days per wk.) Turf and shrubs. Scheduling issues/run off/
high pressure. Too much water, too fast, too frequent.

20
Zone 16: 52.5 GPM (15min @ 4 days per wk.) Turf. Adjustments/blockage/spacing

Zone 17: 45 GPM (15min @ 4 days per wk.) same area/issues as above
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Zone 18: 30 GPM (15min @ 4 days per wk.) same area/issues as above
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Controller 2 (End of Dickson St)

Zone: 37.5 GPM 1 (15 min @ 3 per wk.) Spacing/high pressure/run off

Zone 2: 60 GPM (15min @ 3 days per wk.) Turf area. Missing nozzles/poor
adjustment/spacing/ mixed heads (manufacturers)/alignment
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Zone 3: 52.5 GPM (15min @ 3 days per wk.) spacing/coverage/high pressure

24
Zone 4: 15 GPM (15 min @ 3 days per wk.) (Drip) Very high pressure/leaks/emitter
tubing and pipe in disarray/ jury rigged plugs/coverage

25
Zone 5: 19 GPM (15 min @ 3 per wk.) Adjust for coverage/ pressure issues

26
Controller 3 (Gate House/Entry)
All zone times and frequency controlled by weather station

Zone 1: not operating
Zone 2: (30 GPM) turf strip along perimeter wall and entrance mixed multi-stream and
sprays. Too many heads/spacing/High pressure (misting/spinning) Use SST
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Zone 3: (30 GPM) shrub and turf. Backline sprinklers can be removed/spinning/high
pressure/adjustment. Use SST

Zone 4: (30 GPM) same as #3

28
Zone 5: (45 GPM) Possible leak based upon number of heads, inconsistent pressure and
run-off. Spacing/adjustment

29
Zone 6: (22.5 GPM) mixed multi-stream and sprays. Excessive pressure/adjustment Use
SST

Zone 7: (19 GPM) same as # 6
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